To: M. Chauhan, D. Klarberg, R. Yuster, K. Pearl, M. Santora, D. McKay, J Matiminu, R Yang, A. Corradetti, A. Borrachero, Olamide Lemori, Ron Gibson

From: P. Pecorino

Date: September 26, 2012

Re: The Curriculum Committee meeting on October 2, 2012 at 2pm in H-345.

AGENDA

1.) Approval of Agenda
2.) Chairperson's Report
    CH-101,110,120
3.) Approval of Minutes of September 11, 2012
4.) Department of Social Sciences  Review of revision of Pathways Common Core Course nomination-SS-515
5.) Department of Biology and Geology: BI-141 –being revised-BI-130 now submitted
6.) Department of Library: Second Look INTE 212
7.) Department of English EN-101,102,103 sent but not approved by the Department
    EN-230 New Course Proposal—status approved by Department 9-12-12 but not forwarded
8.) Department of Physics
    a.) Review of status of PH-111: pulling PH111 and changing it to the 3/3 pathways 1C course with a ph112 as the additional lab.
    b.) PH-110 keep 110 as is so that students have the option. Develop an other similar course with a prerequisite
    c.) New Course proposals
        What we plan on doing As for 3 what kind of detail are you looking for?
    d.) Also, we do not want to be limited to 3 courses, other departments (non-science) have put more than 3 courses in that bucket – why can’t we as a science department have more in 2E, a category VC Loge implies in her communications should be a science course. –Dr. David Lieberman
    e.) PH-112—forthcoming a ½ lab course
9.) Department of Foreign Languages and Literature --
    New Courses ---suspended temporarily awaiting revisions
    Proposals submitted in complete form
    | New Courses | As 3 credits and 3 lecture hours | As 3 credits and 4 hours |
    |-------------|---------------------------------|------------------------|
    | ARAB 101, 102 | ARAB 101, 102                  |
    | CHIN 101, 102, 113,114 | CHIN 101, 102, 113,114        |
    | FREN 101, 102 | FREN 101, 102                  |
    | GERM 101, 102 | GERM 101, 102                  |
    | HEBR 101, 102 | HEBR 101, 102                  |
    | ITAL 101, 102 | ITAL 101, 102                  |
    | SPAN 101, 102, 141 | SPAN 101, 102, 141         |

b.) Attached please find the revised Common Core submissions forms as well as the syllabi for LC311 and LC312. We incorrectly submitted these two courses as part of the IIA group. We would kindly ask you to remove LC311 and LC312 from group IIA, and include them in group IID using the attached revised forms.

c.) In addition, we would also like to ask the Curriculum Committee to remove SPAN 312 and SPAN 315 from the II A group. We will revise these course submissions also so that they can be submitted to group II D.

10.) Old Business—Pathways

11) New Business
A. Department of Nursing Changes in QCC-Hunter Dual Joint Program in Nursing
B. Department of Speech SP-211 Course Revision and Common Core nomination
C. Department of Art and Photography- Gallery and Museum Studies